
The RV bullet train left the station last night at 1am EST as Israel attempted 
to start WW3 by attacking Iran with an exotic weapon, from space, but was 
rebuffed with defense technology unseen before, also from space.

This was the last gasp of the cabal.  A secrete satellite with a secrete 
pulsar grade atomic weapon.  

We believe Tesla launched the satellite a few months earlier and is the 
reason it was “lost.”
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“Bullet Train” 



Israel was obviously not pleased with the continued peace, so they blew up 
a new Russian passenger jet taking off from Moscow as their pound of 
flesh.

Russia and Iran in response, publicly launched their own intra-national 
currency platform bypassing all USD transactions permanently for energy.

Basically, Israel in exchange for trying to start WW3 last night by blowing 
up Tehran and failed, gave Russia and Iran a reason to publicly remove 
USD from the energy markets globally and permanently.

Little things like that just make me sigh.  Nobody noticed.  Few care. 
 Almost none in civilian life even get it the scope of changes occurring in 
real time.

Netanyahu is effectively a caged lizard Draco leader with no military 
support from any nation in the world community, including the America 
military, and thus are completely isolated in every way including commerce 
and manufacturing due to Trump’s ever shrinking diplomatic importance by 
the minute, with no Chinese controlled rare earth element providers willing 
to sell to Israel high tech firms.

Israel has thus no commerce or defense, and no natural resources to 
sustain itself.

Israel therefore has been reduced to what israel really is—a foreign 
population living on a patch of desert in a religious land that does not share 
their core beliefs—and never did.

The plan now is to allow Israel to bleed out until Netanyahu is forced out by 
his own people.  And allow a reasonable human Israeli leader to take over 
and accept 1967 UNSC terms as it relates to peaceful co-existence with 
Palestine and a shared Jerusalem.

America has its own issues politically as Israeli controlled politicians 
continue to support the desperate agenda of their Middle Eastern master.  



This all comes to an end with the removal of Trump and insertion of Ryan.

Solid political relief is just waiting for the last cabal regimes to end, which 
can come at any moment.

Kissinger was in D.C. last week to explain verbally to Trump how his 
regime end would come via the simultaneous collapse of the USA, Inc., 
Israel, Ukraine and South African power structures due to the end of the 
USD / UST / petrodollar.  

He should know, Hank created it and then forced it upon the rest of the 
world for 47 years.

The bullet train however has mathematically left the station, in that, this 
week all BRICS  traded commodities and Africa’s mineral production, along 
with Russia and Iran’s energy production will be traded on their gold 
platform and permanently with any and all who desire to play in their fair 
and balanced economic sandbox.

Thus, the BRICS Alliance has completely overtaken the world’s long term 
commerce power structure and there’s nothing anyone with a gun, bully 
pulpit or atomic pulse satellite can do about it.

This also means the average joe on the street is safe redeeming.

Look for Zimbabwe to suddenly announce their gold backed currency very, 
very, very soon.  Can’t sell 1B sovereign bonds at 7% annual interest 
without an internationally recognized currency.

Again, little things that amuse me.

We have learned the BRICS nations are now openly trading their gold 
backed assets, in their gold backed currencies, for all commodities and 
general market transactions, 100% and globally, like right now today in 
Dubai as of 1am EST.



Meaning the rest of the world has no choice but to accept the new Hercules 
collateral backed financial system with leadership teams pre-approved by 
the BRICS to govern individual national affairs per GESARA mandates.

So much so, every country has replacement governments and leaders 
ready to go and for installment in a moments notice to take over—including 
the United States, Ukraine, South Africa and Israel—the last known 
survivors of the 1944 Bretton Woods financial system.

And the world won’t even notice the global shift change.  Truly this will be a 
seamless transition of global control. As it should, as it must.  Sobeit. 
 Beitso.

However, reports of tragic demises are not mentioned in the mass media. 
 No, that would be too upsetting to the general population.  Instead we are 
given Olympic figure skating and 2 man bobsled results to ease our simple 
minds.

Seems fantasy has grown far more important than reality.  Sad.  True.

But oh my how the world is long overdue for a harsh and seismic wake up 
call it will never get.

Seems we were given ours months and years, some decades, earlier. 
 Thank the Lord.

God is with us
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